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LeRoy Wilson's Band to Play Third Year Man Debaters Meet Syracuse, .Yale
for Junior Prom at Melrose Voted President And Lehigh On Court Question
of Varsity Club 1 SPEAKER
Mianelli and _McCauley Oppose
Dance To Be Held at Popular
Country Club April 17; Orchestra From Sunnybrook
to Provide Music.

PLEASANT TIME PROMISED

The COLLEGIAN staff extends to all

its friends a since re greeting for a happy
Easter,

We trust that th e Bunny will be boun•
tiful in awarding
abundant share of
Perhaps we will see
along the boards at

everyone with an
the Season's gifts.
y.ou down strolling
Atlantic City, but

wherever you are or wherever you might

The Junior Prom, to be held April
17, featuring th e music of LeRoy
Wilson 's Orchestra and the beautiful
Melrose Country Club, will undoubtedly be another tremendously successful .dance sponsored by the Class
of '37. This dance will climax the
activities of La Salle's annual Junior
Week of sports, Frosh-Soph tug-ofwar, and luncheon.
If the advance ticket sale is any
criterion, the Junior Prom, this year,
will be one of the biggest ever. All
the classes are supporting the dance
nobly, and tickets are being sold
beyond previous expectation.
Distinctive Rhythm

The Prom Committee, headed by
Joseph Sciaretta, has done an excellent piece of work in selecting
LeRoy Wilson. He is a band leader of
great talent, and has developed a
rhythm in the playing of popular
arrangements which is distinctive.
Since every member of the maestro's
orchestra is an accomplished artist
in his own field, the band offers to
dance-goers music of the finest quality. The selection of LeRoy Wilson 's
Orchestra was made from a number
of collegiate favorites.
In choosing the Melrose Country
Club as the site of this notable affair, the Committee is offering something new in the line of ballrooms,
for it will be the first Junior Prom to
be held at a country club. The club
is most modern in appearance and
has an advantage in its size since
it can comfortably accommodate
over two hundred couples.
Music Broadcast

Vincent Froio, head of the Souvenir
Programme Committee, has obtained
a most intricate and impressive
token that will be something original in the way of souvenirs.
As a special attraction on the program of the evening, those who attend will be privileged to hear
LeRoy Wilson broadcast over Station KYW while the dance is in
progress.
Tickets can be obtained from any
member of the Junior Class or from
the committeemen: Joseph Sciaretta,
Vincent Froio, John McCann, Leon
Blash, Redmond O'Hara, and John
Kelly.

New Catalogue Soon
Ready for Release
Brother Joseph, Registrar of La
Salle College, announced today that
the catalogue for 1936-37 is soon lo
be released.
The catalogue, it was said, will
contain no drastic changes in
courses, as La Salle's policy is not
the introduction of novelties in education but rather the following of
the conservative conventional policy
adopted universally by accredited
colleges. There will be a small
number of innovations intended for
the betterment of the curriculum.
The names of the new members of
the faculty will, of course, be included.
One of the new ideas to be found
in the catalogue is the inclusion of
the names of the members of the
present Senior class, the degrees
they will obtain, and the honors to
be accorded them, as pointed out
by their present work. The names of
the men who were given degrees
last year, either honorary or through
courses completed, will be included
in the new book. The names of the
officers and members of the recently
formed Alpha Epsilon Honor Society
will be incorporated in the list of
societies and .activities of La Salle.

=--------------------'

Kadlubosky to Head Reorganized Club; Givens, Ritter and
Loomis also Elected.

New Yorkers and Eli; Hutzel
and Waltrich Partake in Radio Match with Bethlehem
Team.

PINS

ENGAGE ALUMNI MEMBERS

Felix "Kad" Kadlubosky, popular
football star and track captain, was
elected president of the recently organized Varsity Club by an overwhe lming majority at a meeting held
on March 23. Joseph Ritter, stellar
sophomore end on the football team,
was chosen to fill the office of vicepresidenl, while Alvin Loomis, an
outstanding guard on the squad, was
picked to also guard the coffers as
treasurer, and George Givens was
voled secretary.
Various plans were formulated to
assure the permanency of the organization and lo arouse and maintain the interest among the lettermen-only a student possessing a
letter earned in a major sport is
e ligible for membership. It is the
aim of the club that by constant
activity ii may become larger and
more important from year to year.

Beginning with the Alumni Debate
on March 18, the La Salle College
orators entered into the most difficult and active frame of their 1936
schedule. Following the Alumni debate, La Salle engaged with Syracuse University on March 24 , Yale
University on March 27 , and Lehigh
University on March 29.

MEMBERS

TO

GET

be we all join together in saying:

"A JOYOUS HOLIDAY"

FreshmanDance
Leaders Named
by Pres. Truitt
"Hop" Scheduled To Be Held
At Nearby Country Club on
May 22; "Top Hatters" or
Jim Fettis Considered.

CLEMENT FLOOR CHAIBMAN
With the date of the Freshman
Hop, May 22, rapidly approaching,
President Truitt and his committee
are working energetically, determined to produce a dance which will
surpass all former successes in elegance and elaborateness. Endeavoring to justify the faith placed in
him by the class, Mr. Truitt is striving to make the first freshman venture one which will be long remembered. Having appointed a committee of most capable men, he believes the success of the dance is
inevi table.
Floor Chairman John Clement,
aided by Messrs. Nolan, Scarpa,
Spann, Kelly and Murray, has contacted several prominent country
clubs and is carefully considering
some attractive offers. Cedarbrook,
Huntingdon Valley and Aronimink
clubs seem to top the list at this
writing.
Orchestras Considered

The choice of an orchestra has
been placed in the hands of a committee under the chairmanship of
Joseph Buckley. Associated with
Mr. Buckley are William Pike,
Charles Kaufman, Ray Williams,
Martin Malarkey and John Prendergast. The Top Hatters and the orchestras of Jimmy Littlefield and Jim
Fettis are being considered.
The Program an.cl Publicity Committees are headed by Anthony
Waltrich and Louis Mellon, respectively. Others serving on these committees are John Devine, John White,
C. Froncis Sullivan, Robert Barrett,
Lawrence Walsh, Theodore Berry,
Hilton Burns, William Ziccardi, John
Smart, Allred Rizzio, Joseph Leaming,
and Clark Long.
No Decision Reached

Because of the interest and enthusiasm displayed by the members
of the above committees, the student body anticipates one of the
most gala affairs, and this anticipation can't but presage the wholehearted support of the College. As
in the past the dance will be a summer formal affair.
Although preliminary preparations
have already begun, definite decis ions concerning the location, orchestra, and other features of the
event will not be reached until after
the Easter holidays. This information will be found in the next issue
of the "Collegian."

To Give Pins

The members are lo receive certificates and distinguis hing pins.
Keys were considered by the committee consisting of Gregorski, Cappiello, and Niessen, but it was decided that the pins were more desirable. The same committee, appointed by Fritz Brennan, who presided at the first meeting, will continue to investigate the matter.
The funds necessary to purchase
(Continued on page 3)

Meet Alumni

MAYOR WILSON

S. Davis Wilson
Accepts Bid to
Address Juniors
Address By Mayor Features
Junior Week; Mass and Holy
Communion Precedes Talk;
Hold Dinner at Walton Roof.
SPONSOR ATHLETIC EVENTS

Lawyers to Sit
At Moot Court
of Pre-Law Club

Hon. S. Davis Wilson, Mayor of
Philadelphia, will be the guest
speaker of Junior Week, which will
open with Mass and Holy Communion at 8:15 on the morning of
Wednesday, April 15. Mr. Wilson
will address the students after they
have finished the breakfast which
will follow the Mass, His address
Several Prominent Speakers will precede the selection of the best
Secured to Address Future student, the best athlete, and the
most popular member of. the Junior
Meetings of Bar and Bench. Class. The remainder of the day
will be rounded out with athletic
A new procedure will be attempt- activities, which will include tennis
ed when La Salle's Bar and Bench eliminations, a tug-of-war between
Society conducts its moot court on the Freshmen and Sophomores, and
or about May 7. Heretofore only the annual baseball game between
seminars and lectures were spon- the Juniors and the Faculty. The
sored by the society; but possibilities day will be climaxed with a dinner
are seen in the holding of moot at the Walton Roof in the evening.
courts and plans for th.e continuation
Thursday's Events
of such activities await the successThe events of Thursday will begin
ful issue of this venture.
with the handing down of the gown
to the Junior president, John McCann,
Social Security Case
by the Senior president, James BonThe Social Security Act, widely der. This will be followed by the
discussed at the present time, will principal event of the day, an adbe the topic considered during the dress by Brother Felician Patrick,
assembly of the moot court. Ten head of the Department of English.
men will represent the govern- The rest of the activities of the day
ment and the same numb er will up- will be athletic. They will include
hold the opposite side of the ques- touch football, volley ball, and bastion. Nine men, a ll lawyers, will ketball.
Friday Schedule
represent that famous body of perFriday, the last day of Junior
sonages, the Supreme Court. Participation in this affair will not be Week, will open with the traditional
restricted to members of the legal tree planting and the placing of
society, since a few members of the class plaque on the College
the Debating Society, interested in building. This will be followed by
this novel idea, will also take an a track meet and the tennis finals.
The entire week's events, which will
active part.
be directed by C. Herbert O'Hara,
Closely following the moot court,
chairman of the Junior Week Coma series of lectures will be offered
mittee, will be brought to a conto those who enjoy the privilege of
being members of the club. Some clusion with the Junior Prom , which
will be held at the Melrose Country
of the titles of the lectures to be Club lo the music of LeRoy Wilson's
delivered are: "Emergency Laws,"
Orchestra. The Prom will be under
"Interstate Commerce," "Federal Pothe direction of Joseph Sciare\ta,
lice Power," and "The General W elcha irman of the Junior Prom Comfare Clause."
mittee.
The Junior Class is very fortunate
in obtaining the Mayor of PhiladelDIRECTIONS TO MELROSE
phia to deliver the principal address
North on Broad St., to City Line
of the Week. They wish to take
Ave.
Right on City Line Ave. to Oak
this opportunity to express publicly
Lane Road. Left on Oak Lane Road to
their appreciation of his cooperation,
Ashbourne Road.
Right on Ashbourne
especially in view of the pressing
Road to dead end, where sign indicates
duties which confront him in the fulentrance to the Country Club.
fillment of his high office in PhilaL----------------~, delphia.

A preparatory debate on the topic
"Resolved: that the Roosevelt Administration deserves the confidence
of the American People," saw the
stars of yesterday and today come
together in a most lively and interesting encounter. Mr. Joseph 'Flubacher, Mr. William Regan and Mr.
Norman Harvey represented the
Alumni team and defended the
negative side of the question. Mr.
Anthony Waltrich, Mr. Frank Hutzel
and Mr. Daniel McCauley comprised
the present varsity team. This debate was warmly and closely contested, and it undoubtedly aided
greatly in the preparation for the
Harvard Debate which is on the
same question.
Syracuse Very Strong

In less than one week after this
encounter, Mr. Daniel McCauley and
Mr. Vincent Mianelli upheld the affirmative side of the question "Resolved: That the Congress be empowered to override by a two-thirds
majority vole decisions of the Supreme Court declaring Federal Legislation unconstitutional," against
the traveling Syracuse University
team. Syracuse was represented by
Mr. Allen Flattery and Mr. Roberi
Cox. Mr. Charles Odell was the alternate for the visitors. In this very
clos_ely contested discussion, Syracuse was judged the winner by three
members of the Pennsylvania Stale
Bar Association. These judges were
(Continued on page 3)

German Club Shows
Pictures of Goethe
"Goethe in Frankfurt." a film, accompanied by expla~ations from
Messrs. Staples and Stets, was the
principal item of the Doernenburg
German Literary Society's meeting
on March 22.
The film is one of many which
Brother Abdon has been securing
from various agencies to portray the
real Germany to the members of
the club. The explanation of the
scenes was in German and Herman Staples and Robert Stets, because of their proficiency in the
language, were chosen to make the
translations. These translations they
read to the Society members.
The date of the above meeting
was advanced because Holy Week
will prevent the next regular getlogether. For April 22 the Moderator
of the Society expects to have an
especially interesting program. The
German Railroads of New York; are
sending a film entitled, "A Trip
Through Germany," and an outstanding member of the Society, yet
to be appointed, will explain the
scenes.
For a previous meeting two Freshmen, John Prendergast and G. Harold Metz, translated and arranged
that old favorite, "Believe Me If All
Those Endearing Young Charms,"
so that it could be sung in German
to the air that was written for the
original English.
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NEWS STAFF
Harry J. Liederbach, '3 8
Herman D . Staples, '38
Michael Rainone, '38
C . Francis Sullivan, '3 9
John Guischard, ' 38
G . Harold Metz, '39

Daniel J . McCauley, '38
D. A. Dougherty, ' 38
M.aurice A . Kelley, '39
Lawrence E . Truitt, '39

John Clement, '39
Theodore J . Berry, ' 39

Joseph F. Buckley, '3 9
J ohn J . Kelly, '39
Anthon y Waltrich, '39
John Binns, '38
Edw. Palmer, '37

JOSEPH J. KELLEY, '37

The foundation of the Veterans of
Future Wars at ·Princeton, and the
SPORTS STAFF
subsequent adoption of the moveJohn T . Stanton, '39
Leonard J. McGee, '3 9
Oscar Corn, '38
ment by leading American colleges,
A . B. Coltman, '38
Edward J. McGrath, '38
Frank F . Bocchina
has suddenly catapulted the college
BUSINESS STAPP
man into the limelight. He now
Charles W. Kaufman, '38
Martin F . Malarkey, ' 38
stands on a n equal footin g with the
John J . Doyle, '38
Townsendites, American Legion and
The COLLEGIAN is published bi-weekly during the school year by the students of Jther organiza tion s as being an imLa Salle College, Logan Station, Philadelphia, Pa. Subscriptions, $2.00 yearly, payable portant factor in guiding the de s tiny
of our lair land.
in advance.
Beneath the mask of satire that
hides the framework of the n ew V.
F. W. lies a sincerity that politicians,
diplomats and "patriots" should
:ecognize. It is quite definitely established that young Americans do
JUNIOR WEEK
not want war. Why? The answer
:s mos t obvious. We see examples
N two weeks we shall have reached the end of the third avery
day in the year; examples that
Junior Week celebration.
;:ire so forcefully driven home to us
It is proper at this time to remind the members of the Class that only those who are blinded with
blindness which th ey label "paof '37 and those who will follow them that these ceremonies a'. riotism
," fail to see. We see the
should mean more than merely a week of entertainment and 3tatus of the world today. We see
freedom from classes. They are the continuance of traditions the status of things as we thought
,hey would never be, after the war
that should bind more securely the hearts of the participants to "to save democracy." (To w hich we
the institution which they are attending. They should represent might add "for dictatorships.")
one more string of affection uniting the sympathies of the Juniors And because we see these things,
some lofty-minded patriot calls us
to La Salle.
"yellow."
Can a man be called "ye llow" beThe impressive and significant practices connected with
c::ause he has brains wnough to see
the triduum of festivities should no't be passed over as boring ::iehind
the scenes? Can a man be
interruptions of the more p leasurable features in the schedule called "yellow" when a Senate inof events. The planting of the tree and the installation of _the vestigation lays the facts before his
very eyes-the facts that laid the
plaque should symbolize for everyone of us the undying ties basis
for the las t war? Can a man
existing between him and the college-ties that are absolutely be called "yellow" because he wants
to live in peace? Can a man be
essential for a future effective Alumni group.
called "yellow" because he would
In the three years that we of the Class of '37 have been rather s tay at home and protect his
La Salle men, we have come to understand the meaning of wife a nd children than go out
college spirit. We have begun to real_ize that such feeling is and protect American inv es tments
abroad?
much more than the sentimental drivel that cynics would have If this be the s ituation we fe e l
us believe. It is rather the stirring warmth that is associated that the better citizens of Am e rica
with everything connected with La Salle and its progress, schol- are "yellow." We need more "yellow" Congressmen and Sen;::itors . .
astically, socially, and athletically. It is the offspring of the The Sf>irit of '36
delightful contacts made and the happy hours spent within its Patrio tism does not consist in waddling down Main Street on Memorial
walls.
·
Day and the Fourth of July with
Unfortunately, there are those among us who are losing the flags flying and drums beating. Nor
greatest joys of college life. They are allowing their hearts to does it cons ist in impassioned
be crusted rather than melted by the heat of common interest speeches which are composed of
nothing more substantial than "hot
surrounding them. For these we can only be sorry, for when air."
The time has come to depart
the doors of La Salle close upon them for the last time as stu- from word-magic and settle down
dents, they will have lost forever a golden opportunity to to a · clear-cut .definition of what
really means.
embody in their future lives a stimulating and cherished regard patriotism
Patriotism would better be defin e d
that would always work to their advantage.
as that spirit which prompts men to
Those of us who enjoy and appreciate a live feeling of rise to the defense, n ot the off ense,
of the country.
oneness with La Salle, should realize that we now have the The American Tragedy
opportunity to give public expression to this abstract ideal. Let Weigh the facts! What has been
gained by the last war? What has
us make the most of it.
been gained by the · rotted bodies
which lie beneath the white crosses
in Flanders Field? What has been
gained by the sending of live,
healthy men into war so that they
RENAISSANCE
could come back blind, crippled and
maimed? What has been gained by
URING the past several years the rise and fall of many the generation that never · had a
clubs and organizations have been witnessed at La Salle, youth? What has been gained by
the orphaned child? What has been
Especially, since the beginning of the present school year, has gained by the sorrowing mother?
the growth of some worth-while associations marked the stu- What has been gained by the
dents' progress. However, the most notable and most recent widow?
A gold star, a certificate and the
activity which has arrested the attention of the student body is number of his grave in· France, where
poppies are nurtured on withered
the revival of the Varsity Club.
When Tom Conley was football mentor of La Salle, a num- flesh.
And we almost forgot, the World
ber of years ago, he formed an organization whose member- War gave politicians new materia l
ship w as limited to those who had earned a le tter in one of the for speeches. It gave movie pronew plots. It gave America
three major sports. This was the beginning of the Varsity Club. ducers
a race of broken men.
It encouraged students to participate in college athletics; it sup- Reds, Yellows, etc.
In the opinion of this columnist a
ported the various departments of athletics on the campus;
chapter of the Veterans of Future
many times it sponsored dances held for the benefit of the Wars
should be kept as a dominant
athletic office. As active as it first was, nevertheless, it did feat ure of College life. It should be
not continue to function in that fashion very long. For some permanently establis hed in every
and college in America.
reason or other it soon disappeared from the campus until its university
Its members would be inspired by
rebirth about a month ago.
the idea tha t the men who fought in
The value of such a club cannot be commended too highly, the World War learned that the glorious achievements of battle are not
for its advantages are innumerable if it is conducted in the so glorious after al l. The day is gone
proper way. This fact is evidenced on the campuses of other when the mud of France will appeal
colleges and universities. A Varsity Club should be instru- to the souls and h earts of a matured
youth.
mental in integrating the isolated units on the field and in the
Undoubtedly there will be a day
-gymnasium. Through it those qualified for its membership when the bands w ill play, a pretty
would attach a higher significance to the relative worth of the girl will beckon, "Your country n eeds
you ," and ten million Johnnies will
three major sports.
go marching away to war. It is
The athletes, because of their unity and relationship, would tragic to say, but war is inevitable.
will always be a s tute policommand a higher degree of prestige and respect from their There
ticians. Our only hope is that the
fellow students and also from those people n ot connected with present and future generations will
(Continued on page 6)
the College.
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P3:ge Two

IFOOTILIIIGHTS
AND

]ffl]lLAIDlll G mrrs
BY BROTHER FELICIAN
As a result of the
production of "David
Copperfield," and the
"Tale of Two Cities,"
in the movies, increasing interest is
now centering about
the person and the
novels
of
Charles
Dickens. He was an
unhappy little boy,
the second of eight
Bea. Felician
children, and the better part of his boyhood was spent in poverty and degradation. His wretche d childhood is
graphically told in the ope ning
pages of "David Copperfield" which
is more or less a thinly veiled
biography of his own life. His affectionate and well meaning father was
a bit impecun ious though thoroughly
buoyant. This buoyancy of character in the father gave Dickens the
idea for the well drawn portrayal of
"Micawber," the °frequenter of the
debtors' prisons.
At the age of fifteen, Dickens started· out to make his living as a writer;
equipped with little education and
very few opportunities, he ,nus! hav e
had the stuff in hiin, for in a relatively short tim e he had a host of
readers . At the early age of thirty
he broke down from overstrain, but
a visit to the United Stale s in 1842
put him on his fee t again, b oth physically and financially and he repaid
the kindness he received here w ith
a d verse criticisms of the coun try in
his "American Notes," and "Martin
Chuzzlewil."
Dickens' creative energies were
flagging when in 1858 he began his
famous public readings from his
works . None of his b iographers ever
gave a satisfactory reason why he

took this form of appearing in public. They ascribed it to the urge
that seems to possess all actorsthe belief that a hearing and seeing
audience is necessary for their popularity. However, Dickens had no
need for such popularity for his
works were then known to millions
of readers. These public appearances added nothing to his then
acquired reputation.
Before he was fifty Dickens produced in succession, "Dombey and
Son," "David Copperfield," his acknowl edged
masterpiece;
"Ble ak
Hous e ," "The Ta le of Two Cities "
"Great Expectations," "Little Dorri!'.-'
arid "Hard Times." And all this was
accomplished during a time that he
was engaged in many other varied
activities. During this time he also
gave us those beloved "Christmas
Carols" and other "Christmas Stories."
Dickens' rise to fame came as a
result of two essential factors: his
constant alertness in wha tever situation he found himself and his un~anny instinct for faithfully recordmg all that a sharp eye and an in)e n se power of feeling cou ld put
mto an incident. He knew London
b y heart, especially that part of Lon- .
don where the lower s tratum of the
middle class carried on , and he was
thoroughly a live to every oddity in
speech, dress, mannerism, or character. His first work, "The Pickwick
Papers," appeared in serial form , a
m ethod then used by most writers of
fiction, and this method gave him
ju1,t what he wanted; for he roamed
London day a nd night, studied the
attitud e of the people, h eard their
comme nts and thus learned from
these reactions what the people
wanted.
(Continued on page 6)

Just Lookin' Around

-~Freshmen at Waldorf College have
invented many new facts for scientists and educators. Recent examination answers revealed the following:
1. Shelly unfortunate ly died while
drowning in the Gulf of Leghorn.
2. Dido means the same, and is
us ually repres ented by Dido marks.
3. Romeo and Juliet are an example of an heroic couplet.
4. Milton wrote "Paradise Lost";
then his w ile died and he wrote
"Paradise Regain ed."
5. Keats is a poet who wrote on
a greasy urn.
6. Robert Louis Stevenson got married and went on his honeymoon.
It was then he wrote 'Trave ls With
A Donkey."
. 7. Robin'Son Caruso was a great
singe r who liv ed on an island.
8. A yokel is the way people talk
to each other in the Alps .
9. Rural life is found mos tly in
the coun try.
10. A corps is a dead gentleman ,
a corpse is a dead lady.
- The Aquinas.

After: " Sweet Sixteen. "
Res ult sent home: "The Gentleman
Obviously Doesn' t Believe."
Week later: "Out in the Cold
Again. " (The Loyolan).
A man who did not like his mother-in-law received the following telegram from his wife: "Mother is dead.
How shall we have her fixed?"
And the brute replied: "Embalm e d
and cremated. Don't take any
chances . .! " (The LaSalli te Manila, P. I.)
'
I bought a wooden whistle
But it wooden whistle.
'
I bought a steel whis tle
But it steel wooden w his tle.
I bought a tin whis tle
Now I iin whistle.
'
(The Quadrangle).

It has nothing on our third floor:
Bottles here
Tes t tubes there.
Smoke and fumes
Fill the air.
A lot of stink
A lot of smell.
With the approach of the mid-semThat's Chemistryester exams, it might be appropriate
So w hat the---!
to publish the following poem which
(The Review).
we get from the Notre Dame Ne ws
via the Fournier News:
Hints for the Jun ior Prom:
"These weeks are p assing
1. When asking a girl to the
I should be glad
dance, never bother to tell her
These weeks are passing
whe the r it's formal or not.
But I am sad
2. Take a girl in formal clothes on
These weeks are passing
the subway and remind her that she
Ah, sad my lot
is getting a break when you take
These weeks are passing
her out. You might als o remind her
But I am not."
of the seven beautiful girls who
called you up the night before.
Dean Hendron of the University of
3. Call up at six for a date at nine
Georgia claims that fathers send and arrive at ten.
their sons to college either because
4. Wear white shoes to go with the
they went to college or because they white tie or your full dress suit.
didn't.
S. Bring Camels if your date prefers Chesterfields.
•
Humpty Dumpty sat on a wall
6. If you wish to make a real hit
Humpty Dump ty had a great fall
g e t a s hort crew haircut the af ter~
All the king's horses and all the noon of the Prom. (Setonian.)
king's men
Ca me riding by on side saddlesAn egotist is a freshman who goes
the sissies. (Keystonian).
around the campus telling folks he is
losing his mind. (Procopian News.)
Mus ical Moments :
Five stages of an exam drama
Pros perity is returning in American
Before: "I wish I were Aladdin." colleges. It is reported that students
During: "Where am I."
,are lending longer pencils this yea r.
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LA SALLE COLLEGE CALENDAR
April

6-Debate,

Boston

University,

College Hall, 8:00 P. M.
April

8-Easter

holidays

be gin

1 1 : 30

A. M.
April
April
April
try

15-Classes resumed at 9:00 A. M.
15-16-17-Junior Week activities.
17-Junior Prom at Melrose CounClub, featuring LeRoy Wilson and

his orchestra.

April

18-Track

Meet .

Philadelphia

Normal College vs. La Salle.
Debate, Bucknell Univ ersity , College

H all, 8:00 P. M.
April 201--Special meetin g of " Le Cercle
Francais," 8:00 P. M.
April 22-Meeting of the 11 Doernenburg
German Literary Society,'' 8:00 P. M.
Film, nA Trip Through Germany ;''
will be shown.
April 24-25-Track team takes part in
Penn Relays .
April 25-Debate, P rince ton University,

College Hall, 8:00 P . M.

Pre-Med Society Dolors of Mary Play and Singing
to Change Plans Related in Talk Featured by Le
in Coming year
Cercle Francais
F'ather Higgins Explains View
of Church on Veneration of
Blessed Virgin.
Three Committees Appointed
Changes in Meeting Procedure
by President Salamone; Cast
to Encourage Greater ParticiRenewing his policy of delivering
for
Play to Be Selected.
pation of Members.
short weekly talks to the members
The Pre-Medical Society is sh ifting
its course and program. Instead of
planning events in which the students sit back and listen, the new
attitude tends to make the members
stand up a nd speak.

During the past year, many prominent and interesting speakers of the
medical profession have addressed
the Society. According to the new
program, the speakers will be members themselves . This program is
directly in line with the original aim
of the Pre-Medical Society as out(Continued from page 1)
lined by the moderator, Brother G.
Mr. E. A. Tody, Mr. Clarence F. Cor- Alphonsus, and the founders.
coran and Mr. Robert J. G. Benson,
and their vote was two to one in
Membership Requirements
favor of Syracuse. Everyone present
at this debate was impressed by the
Another part of the program deals
closeness of the contest, and Syra- with the admission of new members.
cuse was conceded to be the strong- Mr. Thomas Loftus, chairman of the
est opponent that was met this year. Membership Committee, announced
Three days following the Syracuse that the requirement for admission
University Debate, La Salle, repre- is the submission and approval of
sented by the same team of Mr. a 500-word paper on some medical
Mianelli and Mr. McCauley, met the topic. These papers are read and
debating representatives of Yale approved by the Membership ComUniversity. This contest, conducted mittee. Any papers considered espealong the lines of a modified Ox- cially well written may be read by
ford System, marked the first time the new members before the Society.
that the system had been tried by Since some believe this requirement
to be too stringent, amendments,
a La Salle team.
facilitating admission of new memIn agreement with the custom ob- bers, will be considered at the next
served in this modified Oxford Sys- meeting.
tem, there was no decision awarded;
On May 11, the Society will hold
however the Yale team, which was
composed of Mr. Edmond A. Ray- its last meeting of the school year.
mond and Mr. William H. Clark, fur- At this date, the Sophomore memnished plenty of opposition, and the bers, being in the Society for one
lively debate met wit!:. the approval year, will be allowed to procure
of the large number of college men keys. No doubt many will take adwho attended this contest. The La vantage of this opportunity. The
Salle Debate marked the ending of election of officers for next year will
the Yale Southern Tour. On this also take place. The outgoing oftrip thirteen colleges were debated, ficers are Thomas Callan, president;
and judging from the extraordinary Mario Cirelli, secretary, and Patrick
interest displayed over this meeting, Maley, treasurer.
it is hoped that it will become a
regular annual event.
Many Interesting Speakers
The first radio debate of the year
The decision to make the Prewas held on Sunday evening, March Medical Society more student-active
29, over Station WHAT. Two fresh- than ever, comes after a particularmen, Mr. Anthony Waltrich and Mr. ly entertaining and eventful year.
Frank Hutzel, who have distinguish- The second regular meeting, on Noed themselves by their fine oratorical vember 11 , was addressed by Dr.
powers, represented La Salle against Wray H. Hopkins, of Ardmore. On
the Lehigh Team, composed of Mr. December 19, the Pre-Meds toured
Warren Jablow and Mr. Morris Mind- Jefferson Medical College. Dr. Benlin. This premier radio-contest is to jamin Asbell was the next speaker
be judged by the votes sent in by delivering a talk, in January, on
the listening audience. Although a "Radium as a Cure for Cancer." In
large number of votes have been re- February the Society held a joint
ceived, final returns have not yet meeting with the Betta Gamma Sobeen announced.
ciety of the Philadelphia College of
The remaining teams on the La Pharmacy and Science. On March
Salle Schedule are University of Ver- 18, Rev. Dr. Clarence E. Shaffrey,
mont, Harvard University , Boston S.J., of St. Jos eph's College, spoke
University, Co 1 um bi a University, before the joint meeting of the BiolBucknell University and Princeton ogy Department Seminar and the
Pre-Medical Society.
University.

Distinguished Teams
Guests of Debaters

of the student body every Wednesday morning, Father Higgins spoke
concerning a few of the many
phases and id eas which surround
the name of the Blessed Virgin. In
the introduction of this talk, Father
Higgins called attention to the fact
that we had reached the half-way
mark in the Holy Season of Lent,
and that we should bear in mind
the benefits of keeping our Lenten
resolutions.
The greatest sin which the Church
has been accused of in respect to
the Blessed Virgin is, according to
Father Higgins , Maryolity, that is the
worship of Mary and the placing her
on the same level as God Himself.
ln stressing how heretical this last
contention is, Father Higgi ns proved
that the Church does not deify the
Blessed Virgin, but simply calls upon ·
us to pay her the honor due to the
Mother of God. The greatest sufferings of Mary, especially during
the time of the Passion , were pointed
out as a justifiable reason for our
devotion to her.
On delving further into the mysteries which surround the life of the
Blessed
Virgin,
Father
Higgins
proved that the Blessed Virgin has
the greatest power of intercession
with her Divine Son, and that she is
the bridge by which we can cross
over to Him. She suffered a life of
pain and sorrow for Him, and now,
to reward her He grants her every
request.

On Monday evening, March 30, Le
Cercle Francois held a combination
business meeting and social reunion. The Entertainment Committee, headed by Mr. Edward Kardas,
presented a varied and enjoyable
program.
The entertainment began with
group singing of French songs,
among which were: "The Star
Spangled Bannner," in French; "La
Marseillaise," "L'Alouette," "Au Clair
de la Lun e," "La Bonne Aventure,"
'Tai de Bon Tabac," and "Frere
Jacques ."
Howdy, fashion followers! Easter
Moving pictures depicting scenes and spring are just about upon us ,
from French rural life were then and it is high time to be considershown .
ing the season's w a rdrobe. Most
college men favor sports wear for
Short Sketch Given
the spring time , so here's how.
The social activities of the eveBrown and yellow, red and burnt
ning were concluded by a short orange, and blue or green and white
dramatic sketch from "Les Trois are mingled as stripe, oversquare,
Mousquetaires." This was under the background and check colors in a
direction of Mr. James Brewer, who great menage, but brown is seen
also called for tryouts for the cast of more often than any other shade.
"The Incorruptible," his intensely It has always been the country and
dramatic play, which deals with the sporting shade, and with the inscene that climaxed the life of creasingly sharp distinctions that
are being made between sporting
Robespierre, dictator of France.
After the entertainment several im- clothes and those for ordinary busportant matters of business were iness wear, it is fur ther to the fore
taken up . Mr. Archangelo Sala- in its own division than ever bemone, the president, appointed Mr. fore.
Other colors favored by the wellOscar Corn as English publicity
director and Mr. Thomas Scaricac- dressed man for sports wear are
ciottoli as French publicity director. gray and various tones of blue. The
He also announcedt the appointment district-check family is an excellent
of the following committees: On pattern, but of course it is not the
Membership: Messrs. N. Policarpo, only one to be seen. Plain colors
chairman; Maurice Kelley , and J. are smart and so are herring-bones
Ritter; on Constitution and By-laws: -the latter are seen in gabardine
Messrs. T. Scaricacciottoli, chairman; in brown, tan, olive green, and
W. Kelly, and E. Baltodano; on the gray. Tweeds and worsted shetAnnuaire: Messrs. J. Guischard, lands and cheviots are the leading
chairman; C. Sullivan, and A. Cara- fabrics with finishes not q uite so
(Continued from page 1)
velli. Members were also selected rough and shaggy as they were a
representative pins are to be ob- to present papers on certain topics year ago.
tained indirectly from the Junior of interest to French students.
The mixed suit, bless it, continues
Prom and Freshman Hop. The club
in the best of style. With a couple
will sell chances on tickets to each
ol sports jackets and a few pairs of
French Papers Read
of these affairs.
slacks, you can form many interestIt is their intention to present a
The club was pleased to receive ing combinations-and if you keep
trophy to the senior most outstand- several copies of "Le Petit Glouter- your eye on proper color mixtures
ing in athletics each year. A dance, on," organ of Le Cercle Francois of and avoid such obvious errors as
to be held late this term after the West Catholic High School for mixing a bold-patterned jacket with
Freshman Hop, was also discussed. Boys.
a bold-patterned pair of trousers,
Nothing definite was decided about
Several of the members of the club you'll find them all fashionabl e and
these two proposals.
have subscribed to "La Vie ," a pub- correct.
The committee, composed of Bon- lication in French for use in schools,
The slacks, bes ides the trousers,
der, Kadlubosky, McKernan , Minifri, and it was decided that the club are preferred in flannel. Gray is the
O'Hara, Botto, which was appointed should subscribe to some other leading shade in either solid color,
by Brennan to report on the consti- French newspapers.
small checks, oversquare, or chalk
tution of the former ill-fated Varsity
Any member of the College who is stripes. Again note that the bolder
Club, efficiently performed its task , desirous of joining the newly formed the s lacks the quieter the jacket
and the old rules are to be re- French Club may apply for admis- and vice versa.
'
adopted.
sion by handing his name to the
There are three different types of
Officers are to be. elected in March Moderator or any officer. New mem- coats appearing this year, and it
each year. By this method it is bers will also be eligible to par- migh t be added that they are pretty
impossible for a senior to be elected take in play to be produced by the "swanky" outfits . The first is a
to an office, although if a junior is members of Le Cercle Francois. single-breasted jacket for sports ocelected he will, of course, be a Casting will be finally decided at casion, but one can wear it for nearsenior at the expiration of his term. !he next meeting.
ly any purpose. It carries three buttons, the lapels roll only the top
button with the middle one fastened. Three innovations this year
are contained in this particular
garment: fullness under the arms ,
slanting flap pockets, and side
vents in the skir t.
Another new
coat is the two-button, single-breasted one with double-breasted, that is
peaked, lapels . It was introduced
last season in London (not that we
have ever been in London) and m e t
of
with immediate success. It is worn
with the lower button open, and the
one that is close d is directly on the
waistline. This, like the coat above,
has fullness under the arms, b ut
lacks the slanting pockets and sic'
vents. It is strictly a business su
Last comes the knobbies t outfit ot
the trio; in fact, it might be called
par for the spring-fashion course.
The jacket is cut in the prevailing
double-breasted model with only
at the
four buttons. The lower button only
is· fastened , and the long lapel rolls
to it. The fullness is left under the
arms instead of in the chest, and the
skirt carries side vents. Such a suit
would be a knockout in gray blue
flannel with a cable stripe, a new
departure from the long established
17, 1936
chalk stripe.
Trousers are being cut more com··
fortably than ever with plenty of
fulln ess and the high-waisted, pleatSubscription $3.00
Dancing 9 - 1
ed effect.
The slide-fas tened fly
closure is also the preference-rJ:
logical preference-of well-dressed
men,

Kadlubosky Elected
Varsity Club Head

ENJOY THE CAPTIVATING

RHYTHM

LE ROY WILSON'S
Orchestra

JUNIOR PROM

GREYHOUND
TERMINAL
Broad St. Station
SPRUCE 7060

Union Terminal

13'l'H & FILDER'l'

LOC. 4300

Broad & Erie
RAU , 3203
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NA TU RALLY so-for spring is on parade
" when you travel by highway, and every
Greyhound bus offers a grandstand seat. Fares
are kind to anemic budgets, while frequent schedules enable you to leave sooner and stay longer.

MELROSE COUNTRY CLUB
APRIL
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"cELLOPHANE KEEPS,-

SEEN FROM THE CROW'S NEST
To Whom It May Concern
"Blondy" Levy had a tough time
choosing from among his three admirers at the Navy Yard Dance. She
was his gal, but she "done" him
wrong.
George Givens , the Yeadon flash,
had his picture put in "Don's" window with the rest of the high school
heroes. Come, come , George, you're
in college now.
A certain Phil was telling how he
wins all the games for the Junior
basketball
team.
You're
either
Lyon (s), or bragging.
Arthur Connolly wants to know
just how far ahead of time he must
ask his date to the Junior Prom.
"Ducker" Donahue sure is burned
up about that picture ·of his hand
in the paper. Especially since he
has been using cold cream on his
face. He thought that they s hould
photo his face.
Try using "Je rgen 's Hand Lotion." That will make
your hands kissable also.
Joe De Luca leading a blind girl
up South Broad Street one afternoon.
If she isn't blind, there was no need
for holding her hand.
"Dimples" Nolan, the chiseler, who
goes to parties without a date and
s teals one of the boys ', thinks that
Rosemary, the blond, is just about

right. So does Curly Brennan, Mark
Knox and John McCann.
Jimmy Bonder may soon ring out
the wedding bells. Jim has the girl,
the job, but the d a te is uncertain.
Now that Easler is here, Killer
Kane is again counting his pennies
to take Mary to the Shore again.
"Strappers" Wachter and Binns
decided to take a course in Accounting in order to keep better tabs of
their wins and losses in the card
games.
Right now Phil Kear has a tough
lime W ade-ing. Do you get "Dot?"
Meloro forgot to wash his face.
Or maybe he is playing the part of
a villain in a show. Anyway, he has
a crop. (Mustache).
Strange Sights
The Wolff is al the door. Fear not,
lads . This Wolff has two f's and his
first name is Louis.
Jim Land quitting the card game
when he has enough to take Betty
to the movies.
Rem O'Hara giving up all his vices
for the number "92."
Dan McCauley making frequent
visits to Wanamaker's Employment
Office. Don't tell us you are looking for a job, or is it that girl named
Helen?
George Hoellling spending his

summer months in Wildwood driving
Kitty's Packard.
Song Hits
Kiss Me GoodnighL.. Pappy Mulville
Goody-Goody .................... Rem O'Hara
I Had A Dream ................ John Spann
I Wish I Had My Old Girl Back
Again .................................. Oscar Levy
Wedding Bells ................Jimmy Bonder
In Our Little Rendezvous Back in
the . Woods ........................ Tom Minifri
Thumb Nails
The three foreigners from Jersey
trying to sell chances on a ferry
boat.
Jack Dooley following in his brother's footstep s . Cutting English the
other day to ta ke a ride with some
girl. Later he said he had a flat
tire.
A certain lemme from the Mount
thinks tha t Ha~ry Liederbach is a
swell deba ter.
Dave Saybolt gelling all excited
because he was told a certain girl
had asked about him. Just look
what a tough spot you would be in
"if your name was Corney.
The opinion of one of the new
football candidates for Coach Brill
must have been lowered immensely
when Leo Powers (Strong Man) introduced none other than the Stepin
(Continued on page 6)

IT FACTORY FRESH''

Cop)-right , 1936 , R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Wiastoa-Salem, N ~ C.

l'OR DIGESTION'S SAKE

SMOKE CAMELS
Smoking ·Camels Assists Digestion

CROWDED HOURS
-Studies, sports, intramural activities no wonder digestion
often rebels at the
strain of college life.
Remember: Smoking
Camels promotes digestion and well- being.

to Proceed Normally and Promotes Well-Being
and Good Feeling
We live in high gear. So much to do
and so little time to do it in! All too often the rush and tension play havoc
with nerves and the digestive system.
How can one offset the effects of modern living-that's the problem! Here is
an interesting established fact: Smoking Camels has been found a definite bene-

fit in promoting natural digestive action.
Camels are supremely mild- never
get on the nerves or tire your taste. Enjoy Camels as much as you like ... for
their good cheer and "lift"... fortheir
rare flavor! Smoke Camel's costlier to•
baccos for. digestion's sake.
They set you right!

...•::f'

1f1
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THE TERRACED MARINE DINING ROOM of the Edgewater Beach Hotel,
Chicago. Those who dine at leisure also appreciate Camels for their aid to digestion.
"Good times and good tobacco go together," says Fred,maitre d'hotel of the Marine
Dining Room. "So many of our guests smoke Camels. They are immensely popular."

TUNE IN!
Camel Caravan with
Walter O'Keefe, Deane
Janis, Ted Husing, Glen
Gray and the Casa Loma
Orchestra

Tuesday and Thursday 9p.m.E.S.T.,8p.m.C.S.T.,
9:30 p. m. M. S. T., 8:30
p . m.P.S.T.-overWABCColumbia Network.

30 minutes-and a riveter
can't be walking around
with nervous indigestion,
on narrow beams hundreds of feet in the air,"
says Harry Fisher, steel
worker. "Smoking Camels
makes my food set better
and helps my digestion."

HE FEEDS THOUSANDS DAILY. Miss
Lenora Flinn, dietitian,
says: "With me, it's always Camels! Smoking
Camels during meals and
after promotes digestion,
causing increased flow of
digestive fluids. Camels
never jangle my nerves."

What
the
Explorers
are
Doin'

RAND!TAND

GOfflP I

My, how time
flies!
I haven't
revived from the
tremendous output of energy
that
was
expended on the
last column and
now I .am informed that · it. is
tirrie · to dash off
another line or
so. Oh, well! No
= = = = ==== ·r ·e st - f O r the
weary.
Such is
JOHN J. KE LLY
the life of a columnist. You write a column today
and then rest for a couple of weeks.
The pace you have to keep up is
terrific. So, dear reader, remember
that these words are ·written under
great pressure, and the greatest authors tell us that you cannot do
your best when working under pressure . If you still insist on reading
further, remember that] warned you.
Odors of Spring
One of the best signs of spring is
the fragrant odor of liniment that
comes to your nostrils as you stroll
around the building. This tells you
that the grunt and groan boys are
again working the stiffness out of
their joints. I don 't refer to wrestlers,
but to the lads who indulge in that
gentle sport of football. Any afternoon you can obtain a free course in
gymnos tics by being present on the
gridiron when Coach Marty Brill conducts the Spring Practice. The grunts
and groans that are emitted from
some of these gentlemen are worthy
of Jim Londos and Danno O 'Mahoney
combined. After the exercises you
can see some of them gingerly rubbing their necks. The squad then
divides off into two or three groups.
The backfield candidates start to run
through their various plays and the
linemen to practice their charging
and blocking under the watchful eye
of Jim Henry. After an hour or so
of this, varied with some caustic
comments from the coach, the backfield and line combine and run
through some dummy scrimmage.
By this time you can see some of
the boys begin to look at the sun
which is sinking very low over the
mountains in back of the field (at
least, it looks like a mountain to the
worms), and begin to wonder if the
practice is ever going to end.
Finally they · hear that welcome cry
of "Everybody in," and there is a
mad scramble to the locker room.
And once again the odor of liniment
pervades the atmosphere. ·
Congratulations
Congratulations are in order for
Coach Charles O'Brien and his Little Explorers on the splendid s howing they made at' Chicago in the
National Tournament. Although they
lost their first game, which put them
out of the running for the National
Title, they did not lose spirit but
continued to fight, and as a res ult,
went all the way to the semi-final
round of the Consolation tournament,
bowing to a faster and more experienced team. Even though they los t,
they did not return empty-handed.
Two trophies were garnered by the
boys . One was awarded to them
for being the team to have the least
fouls called on it, and the second
was awarded to Ed Krupa, stellar
center, for being the most outstanding player in the tournament, desp ite
the fact that he played all the games
with an infected arm.
Te nnis
We have heard many favorable
comments on our suggestion that a
tennis team be organized in the College. However, the powers that rule
have deemed it an impossibility this
year, but will give it serious con. sideration for next season. I have
heard from reliable sources that
interclass tennis teams will be
formed immediately after the Easter
holidays. This s hould uncover the
wealth of material that is in the
School and give a good idea how
we would fare in competition. I
shall now return to my favorite chair
and give myself into the arms of
l.l..-.. ... -.i-.,._.,,..
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Juniors Feature Brillmen Report CompetitionHot
Faculty Baseball for Spring Drill In Close lnterTiltlin Jr. week Coach
Admits Prospects Are
Class .'f ourney
Fair After First Workout; 18
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CHARLES J. TOMASCO

A few days ago I met Ed Wynne,
a former La Salle basketeer, who is
now paying tribute to West ChesLettermen Return.
Sports Commence With Tennis
Third Year Men Set Hot Pace ter
State Teachers' College as his
Eliminations; Touch Football
In Basketball League; Ethic new Alma Mater. For some obscure
"All right, gang; everybody up.
And Volley Ball Also _on List. Come -on, let's go, a little pep there,
Classes Well Represented.
reason Mr. Wynne withdrew from La
Salle during the last basketball
-a little pep! A big circle now, spread
For the past several weeks the season, and according to the same
After performing· the regular for- out, plenty of room. Everybody
malities to commence Junior Week, ready? 0. K. Let's go. First exer- College · gymnasium has been the Mr. Wynne he is doing right smart
the third year men will enter into cise, spread feet and make right scene of operations in the Interclass by himself in his new quarters. Inthe usual sports which generally° ac- hand touch left toe and vic.e versa. Basketball League. Under the capa- cidentally, Mr. Wynne sends his best
company this annual celebration. ·
Ready? Begin. 1-2, 1-2, 1-2, and ble leadership of Brother Alician, the regards to Phil Kear and the rest
Tennis eliminations will. officiaUy so on and on:"
various class encounters have been of h.is former t~ammates. Personally ,
And this is how Coach Marty Brill run off in fine order. When the I thmk Wynne s withdrawal was the
open the sport activities of -the Week
on Wednesday, April 15. These elim- commenced his fourth year with the League was announced, each Ethics heaviest contributing cause to our
class in the School elected a cap- pitiful showing on the court this past
inations will start at 11 :30 and con- Blue and Gold of La Salle.
tain and a manager. Every class season. A few more Wynnes would
tinue on to 1:00 P. M. At 2 P. M.
Many Veterans
entered a team, and many en thus- have certainly fattened our "Won "
the Sophomore class will be out to
With 35 young giants of the grid- iasts were prese,nt at the games each column.
avenge its downfall suffered last
The news comes· to mine ears that
year from the present Junior dass, iron reporting for the initial call, it day to cheer their favorites on to
Phil Kear, La Salle's garrulous guard,
when they engage themselves m the seems most likely that he will shape victory.
has been appointed night watchJuniors Win Opener
world-known
College
Freshman- up another good ball club. The team
will be built around the eighteen letThe opening game of the tourna- man for one of . the larger concerns
-Sophomore Tug-of-War.
ter men who are returning, ten on ment, played between the Junior and of our "striving" metropolis. Any
Ball Game Eagedy Awaited .
day now I'm expecting a flowery
the line and eiglit in the bdc1dield.
. The stellar attracllon , one · which With these prospects, Coach Brill ad- Senior Ethics classes, resulted in a narration of a death-defying capture
victory
for
the
th_
i
rd
year
men
.
17-6
1s . looked forw.ar.d to ..by .students fro~ mits that the chances · for next
The play was hot throughciut'the en- o f a gang of imaginative despertheir very hrst year at College, will season are fair.
tire game and although the score adoes by talkative Phil. However
be the ever-popular Faculty-Junior
Coming to us in the fa ll of 1932, wasn't exceedinly close, the Seniors I'm· sure no one will "Kear" to hea;
baseball tilt. Last year, it will be Brill succeeded in giving to La Salle
it.
remembered,. the Juniors completely the teams it had been looking for. were almost as s trong as their opA few short weeks ago, the auponents.
Sophomore
A
suffered
deshatternd their teacher~ by the siver- After losing four games in the :· first
thorities announced that they were.
whelming score of 22 to 9. Sllll, 11 year and three during the second leaf a t the hands of Soptiomore B, ready to accept bids for a proposecf
will also be remembered that_ those year of his reign, he finally obtained 19- 12. Freshman Classes C and D stadium here at good ole La Salle
Juniors had one of the best pitchers the goal of all coaches, that of an battled almost to a deadlock, with If I'm not too late with my bid I'd
m the Ph1ladelph1a Baseball League, undefeated season in 1934 . There the former finally winning out, 10-9. like to have those concerned ~onTom Loftus, who was_ a member of was only one tie that year, that Freshman B. apparently had no sider my offer of a ready-built stathe 1935 champs, Nicetown . Tom with the powerful Catholic University trouble in taking their arch enemy, dium erected by that resourceful corFreshman A, into camp by the score
held the Faculty well under control eleven.
of 25-21. Frosh C, in their second poration, the Sears, Roebuck and
all. during the fray, but th_e Faculty
Us e Same Plan
encounter, ran rough-shod over Soph Company. I'm telling you, it's a clmm~ the present Junior class
r
Following
his
methods
of
previous
B,
27-18. The Junior class, by virtue b~.
doesn t h_ave the necessary talent to
Upon receiving news that "The Lityears,
Brill
will
devote
his
time
to
of
a
close
margin
,
managed
to
corkeep their profs under control.
the development of the backfield ner its second win of the cam- tle Explorers" had returned from ChiOthe r Sports
men,
leaving the forward wall to be paign by defeating the Special Eth- cago . after thei_r uns uccessfu l attempt
On Thursday, April 16 , at 12 P.
to wm a nallonal championship, I
under the capable control of Jim ics class, 18-17.
M., there will be a game of touch
remarked to Obie O'Brien, coach of
Henry.
Compe tition Clos e
football, and at 2 P. M. volley ball
The early workouts consis ted of a
Throughout the entire tourney, all our vanquished Preppers, that it was
will be the attraction. The basketgradual limbering of the muscles, the games have been close .as the rather tough going. "We didn't do
ball games will follow the volley ball
the heavy work being reserved until scores show. The two victories for so bad," came his boastful reply.
tourney.
the Juniors seem to point them out Bully for you , Obie. That's the kind
A track tournament and the tennis later. Later there will be the us ual
as being probable contenders for the of spirit we like to see around here.
finals will be on schedule for Fri- heavy work that goes with all footThe interclass game between the
ball practice. Plans are being made cha.m pionship of the league . To all
day, the 17th.
for the holding of s pring scrimmages appearances from their recent dis- Juniors and the Seniors would have
It is the de.s ire of the Junior Week
play the Freshman Ethics teams satisfied the lustiest mat fan. It reCommittee to have every member of with Lehigh, Villanova and P. M. C.
These meetings are still tentative should make it tough for the upper- minded one of a mass catch-as-catch
the Junior Class participate in some
can wrestling bout. The Juniors won
athletic activity during the three ahd no definite moves have yet been classmen.
Special Ethics, high favorite at the by a big score. I don't know if Mr.
made.
days of rituals. This is the only time
Eight To Gradu ate
beginning of the tournament, did White, who refereed the game, was
that some of the Th ird Year men
not
do so well in their first game, feigning to be a man of much culThe Explorers lose eight first-string have a chance to take part in their
losing
by a one point margin . Nev- ture by assuming an attitude of exfavorite sports and all are asked to ers from last year's squad. Captain
ertheless,
we can surely rely on them treme tolerance, so characteristic of
Fritz Brennan and Emmett Corney,
do their part.
such a person, but really, to have a
to
make
things
hot.
ends; Frank Gregorski and Jim Bonpersonal foul called against you, you
der, tackles; Mitchell Kudzin and
had to be flagrant. The outstanding
Tom Minifri, backs; Frank Cappiello,
feature of the g ame was Tom Loftus' .
center, and Joe Marshall, tackle, will
back . (He was wearing a feminine
graduate in June.
sun-tan bathing suit).
The Blue and Gold faces a tough ,
The intermission of the Junior-Spenine-game schedule next season,
cial Ethics interclass game was
La Salle High Catholic League livened up plenty by a fiery speech
The track team is o!f to a good with two intersectional battles, Elon
start this year due to the fact that College, N. C ., and St. Mary's, Min - champions, was eliminated from the from the moving cavern that loquaci·nesota.
thirteehth annual National Catholic ous Phil Kear claims is his mouth.
the footballers are really working
Basketball Tournamen t by dropping Shall I ever forget that inspiring
hard to get into shape for the field
a hard-fought 27-to-l 9 decision to St. scene that confronted me when Phil
events: They deserve a great deal
Joseph's High, of Pitts burgh, in the tried to instill some "Fight" into
of praise and Coach O'Bie O'Brien
semi-finals of the Consolation "Droopy" Myerson, who is the perhopes, now that spring practice has
bracket at Loyala Gymnasium, Chi- sonification of Stepin Fetchit don e
started, they will keep up the good
cago.
in white?
work. The runners and hurdlers are
After being defeated by Reitz
While on the topic of interclass
far advanced and the spirit has been
On Sunday, March 22, three for- Memorial High School in their first basketball, I think we would do we\!
wonderful. Fe llows like Devine,
Keeley, Gallagher, Hauck, O'Donnell, mer La Salle stars joined forces with game in the tournament, the Little if we paused here and gave Brother
Meredith, Adamski, Doyle, Neary, Seymour A. C. , and it was largely Explorers hit their stride and in the Alician a bit of praise, rightly merMurray, Niessen and Baltodano, who through their aid that they defeated Consolation bracket 'bowled over ited, for his efficient handling of this
are non-footballers, are really round- Bridesburg A. C., to the tune of two opponents to enter the semi- "turbulent tournament." He certaining into good shape. It certainly 28-0. All three ex-Explorers showed final round where they were de- ly started something that will keep
looks like a merry battle !cir po- their sterling ability. Jim Bonder, feated. They defeated, by a big the collegians interested when he
sitions. However, Coach O'Brien is star tackle of the . past four seasons, margin, both St. Anthony's High and reintroduced class basketball. Thank
you, Brother Alician.
very anxious to see more men come exhibited his usual skill in b locking St. Francis' High.
and tackling. Through the combined
In the St. Joseph's fray, Carroll
And now for those amazing· brothout for the team.
The footballers, such as Land, Par- efiorts of him self and another former starred for Obie O'Brien's proteges ers, the Froios. The other day I
ris, Botto, and Somers, are really varsity man two touchdowns were with five twin-pointers for 10 of the met Vince Froio just as he finished
tossing the 16-pound shot. Jim Land made possible. Tom Minifri, stellar 19 points. However, throughout the a few stiff sets w ith his brother out
heaved it 41 feet last week, which quarterback of the 1935 season, tournament the entire team, Mc- on the college courts. "How's Greg's
is a big improvement over last year. showed his old form by guiding the Laughlin, McTear, Krupa, Moross, game lately?" I asked. "Who, Greg?"
Parris keeps up his steady throwing winners to a decisive victory. Frank O'Toole, and Carroll, did fine work said Vince. "Why his driving is terof 41 and 42 feet each . day. Cap- Cappiello also demonstrated that and gave a good account of them- rific, and his service, impenetrable .
tain Kadlubosky and Donahue are fine form and skill which character- selves. Much praise is due to Coach And talk about footwork-why you'd
tossing the discus while Parris, Pow- ized him on the La Salle gridiron. He O'Brien and th.e Little Explorers for never know it was the same old
ers, Davis, Cook, and Hauck are made it a practical impossibility for having carried the name of La Salle Greg if you saw his game today."
"What was the score," came my next
throwing the javelin in rare form. the opposition to s mash his section to great heights.
Even though they did not win the question.
"Well, to tell you the
The jumping pit will be ready of the line. Through his alertness
within a week and we will be abie several interceptions were made. National Catholic Championship, a truth," confessed Vince modestly, "I
to test our new standards which These three ex-varsity men were in- La Salle team did. The De La Salle beat him in three straight ·sets. But
were modeled by Vince Parris. The vali.iable in m·a king· such a victory Institute of Chicago was the tourna- rpind you, they were not easy." Oil
equipment will be of the best qual- possible, for it was on ly during the ment champion. It won for the third well. Ho hummnn.
Some more next time, fellow s . So
ity, so let's keep up the good work time that they participated in the time in thirteen years, about the
because it is only four weeks until contest that the touchdowns were best record of any team in the coun- . until then, aw resevoir, or some
trv.
such rot.
tho fir<::.t mPPt
made.

Tracksters Exhibit
Mid-Season Form

La Salle Eliminated
In Semi-Final Round

Ex-Varsity Gridders
Play' With Seymour
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Footlights and The Crow's Nest Under The Tower
from page 4)
(Continued from page 2)
Headlights Fetchit(Continued
of La Salle, Henry McCul' (Continued from page 2)
What George Cohan said of the
drama may equally be said of
Dickens, "Make them laugh, make
them cry, but send them home with
a smile." Dickens could easily tum
on the juice whenever he felt like
it and in one line could chuckle or
c;y_ This tender sympathy for exh ibiting emotion m ight be cond emn ed, b ut he turned it into a good
account by s oftening the smug, hard
hearts of the people of that period.
He d id this b y raising h is voice
against the conditions of the London
workhouse, the p risons, the factories,
th e courts and the lawyers, the
schools and the many pious organizations connected with the churches.
When we mention the churches here,
we mean , of cou rse, the many religious organization s associated with
the Church o f England. Religion
does not enter into any of Dickens'
works, thou gh he did vent h is spleen
against Catholics in his "Child's History of England." But then, no one
will ever take that h istory serious ly.

lough, as the head coach. Fun's fun,
Leo, but that's a terrib le th ing to
say about Mr. Brill.
Ray Williams flirting with the girl
who sat opposite him in the subway. Not knowing how to make her
acquaintance, he was sloppe d . His
chance came when the train swayed
and Williams flew a cross the aisle.
S ince then, Ray has been seen many
times in her company.
Bob Longs dorf! a nd his date,
crashing d ances a t Me lrose .

DAVIS BUICK COMPANY

;;;;,~ HOME FOR EASTER? .,,. .
••. VISITING FRIENDS?
••. TAKING A TRIP?
Whatever you .do, ld
the Family know· "by

TELEPHONE
'

It's all news to them l

M eet your friends
at

Bargain rotes are in effect on both

312-316 WEST CHELTEN AVE.

Dovle's Cafe

4726-30 N . BROAD ST.

6108 Germantown Ave.

Station to Statio n and Perso n to
·
ni g ht after
Pe-rson calls every
SEVEN and ANY TIME on Sunday.

Philadelphia

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

AU-COM-ON-INN

A. J. MEIER

Special Luncheons

DRUGS

03<cooE
TODAY-AS IN THE PAS'I

Corner Olney Ave.
and Elkins Ave.

*Breyers
Every spoonful oi
ICE CREAM

Compliments
of

must be made of real
cream •. real sugar • ;;
real fruits or other
pure, natural flavoring
t11nd nothing else.

A FRIEND

-:~iilfci?il~:?Jt~t~J;£~,tS~;:►,"A!;~W,!•;:};~)f.~l

be more astute than th~se who make
wars.
The chance is now at hand. The
Veterans of Future Wars will have
the proud distinction of being composed of members who are "yellow"
because they can see no sense, no
logic in slau ghte rin g men a n d
women who love life as they themselves .
Nor will thes e diplomats, commanders of well-d ressed m ilitary organizations and ward -leaders answer us _by calling u s " Communists,"
"yellow," and o ther choice nam es
which merely bespeak the absen ce
of a reply.

Chelten Ave. & Chew St.
Germantown

·'

6t.a&i/

PRODUCED UNDER THE
SYSTEM OF LABORATORY PROTECTION

JUNIOR WEEK

SCHEDULE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 15

8 :00 A. M.

Confessions for the Juniors, in the College Chapel.

8 :15 A. M.

Mass and Communion in the Chapel. F ather Higgins, Celebrant.

9 :00 A. M.

Breakfast.

10 :00 A. M.

Address by His Honor Mayor Wilson.

11 :00 A. M.

Selection of the most popular member of the class, best athlete, and best student.

11 :30 A. M.

Elimination round of Junior tennis tournament.

2 :00 P. M.

Tug-of-War: Sophomores vs. Freshmen.

3:00 P. M.

Baseball game: Juniors vs. Faculty.

7:00 P. M.

Dinner at Walton Roof.
THURSDAY, APRIL 16

10:00 A. M.

Handing down of gown by Senior President Bonder to Junior
President John McCann.

10:15 A. M.

One-act play, written by Charles McCaffrey.

11:00 A. M.

Address by Brother Felician entitled "The Four Keys."

12.00 Noon

Touch football game.

2:00 P. M.

Volleyball game.

3:00 P. M .

Basketball game.
FRIDAY, APRIL 17

10 :00 A. M.

Planting of tree and placing of plaque.

11 :00 A. M.

_T rack tournament.

1 :00 P. M.

Finals of tennis tournament.

3 :00 P. M.

Baseball game: Seniors vs. Juniors .

9 :00 P. M.

Junior Prom at the Melrose Country Club featuring LeRoy
Wilson and his C. B. S. orchestra.

.
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